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Bradley Manning perpetrated the biggest breach of military security in American history. While

serving as an Army intelligence analyst, he leaked an astounding amount of classified information to

WikiLeaks: classified combat videos, plus hundreds of thousands of documents from the wars in

Afghanistan and Iraq and from embassies around the globe. Nearly all of WikiLeaks'

headline-making releases of information have come from a single source: Bradley Manning.Â The

leaks affected governments the world over--the Arab Spring may have been sparked, in part, by

Manning's revelations. They propelled WikiLeaks to a level of international prominence it never had

before and forever changed the delicate dance between secrecy and transparency.Â Â Bradley

Manning's story is one of global significance, and yet he remains an enigma. Now, for the first time,

the full truth will be told about a man who, at the age of only twenty-two, changed the world. Nicks'

book paints a nuanced portrait of a man haunted by demons and driven by hope, impulsive and

cocky yet idealistic enough to follow his conscience.Â Â Â Relying on numerous conversations with

those who know Manning best and extensive chat logs published here for the first time, Nicks gives

the full story of a bright, gay young man from middle America who signs on to serve his country but

finds himself serving a cause he finds far more sinister. Manning's is the morally complex tale of a

soldier who took matters into his own hands in order to fulfill what he saw as a higher

purpose.Â "Denver Nicks's telling of the Bradley Manning story manages to be riveting while

remaining honest. His book ultimately serves as a fitting tribute to the most defining controversies of

the digital age." -Nadim Kobeissi, Cryptocat founder.Â 
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When I began reading Denver Nicks' account of the Bradley Manning/Wikileaks story, Private, I

must admit, I knew little more of the actual story than somebody had leaked volumes of classified

material to a website. I remember, at the time the events in the book were initially being reported on,

having conflicting feelings on what could be considered either a national betrayal or a naÃƒÂ¯ve

step towards the revealing power of the truth. I found the debate fascinating. So, as most of us did, I

forgot all about it sometime between the season finale of Modern Family and learning that the World

Cup was in fact infested with vuvuzelas and not a massive swarm of bees.The intro/prologue is a

lost art. In most cases I've experienced, the intro is simply a poorly named Chapter 1. Sometimes

though, it's a clever non-sequitur that gives away the book's ending. I was, however, totally hooked

by the intro to Private. I mean, a courtroom trial setting that seemed to put my favourite parts of A

Few Good Men and A Time To Kill onto the same page and then demands the question, "Who is

Bradley Manning?"Nicks pulls a nice Steinbeck via segmentation, balancing the personal minutiae

of Bradley Manning with the greater and longer historied cultural landscape that made way for this

chain of events. If you honestly interview most people, I'd wager you'll find a decent enough

biography somewhere in the details. With Manning, the pieces are all there in dramatic fashion so it

struck me as odd that the more I read, the more I found myself wanting to skip to the chapters about

the hacker code of ethics and this digital Andy Warhol fellow, Julian Assange.
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